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PlanView Enterprise™ is designed to help organizations like yours better align work efforts with
business goals through comprehensive portfolio management.
As an added benefit, PlanView Enterprise can now be used with EMC Documentum eRoom™, the
industry’s leading solution for enterprise-wide collaboration. Easily integrated with PlanView
Enterprise, eRoom provides a rapidly deployed and easily adopted Web-based workplace where
distributed teams can work together closely and efficiently, helping to sharpen your organization’s
competitive edge for today’s markets.

PPM
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PlanView Enterprise is a comprehensive
IT portfolio management solution that
optimally balances the supply of IT
resources with business demands. It
maximizes business value by applying

Complementing the structured portfolio management of PlanView Enterprise, eRoom enables team
members in different locations to develop, gather, track and share a wealth of unstructured data
involving strategies, processes and projects. This data can range from internal meeting notes, text
documents and discussion strings to Web pages, charts and presentations.
EMC Documentum eRoom supports high-performance, fast-cycle collaboration that can help you
optimize resources, improve decision making, accelerate development and enhance the delivery of
products and services.
Let’s take a look at some of the many benefits available with an EMC Documentum eRoom solution
integrated with PlanView Enterprise.
Capture and Expedite Strategic Planning Decisions
Managers and team leaders can easily generate a complete record of planning decisions in a variety
of formats. All team members are kept fully informed through real-time and scheduled notifications
of milestones, developments and
issues requiring immediate actions.
Team leaders can quickly configure a
multi-step approval process to get
sign-off on important, time-sensitive
documents and deliverables. Better
collaboration with eRoom can lead to
improved planning and execution,
even with large projects supported by
multiple teams.
Improve Performance With
Tight Collaboration Among
Virtual Teams
Virtual teams can work together
closely for greater productivity,
knowledge sharing and reuse of best
practices. Enterprise teams can also
collaborate with external entities such
as partners, suppliers, customers and
clients.
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The Best of Both Worlds
PlanView
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enterprise-wide collaboration:
Improved collaboration, communication
and cooperation across teams and
projects across the globe
Faster and more flexible idea generation,
problem solving, consensus building and
issue resolution
Better knowledge-sharing and reuse of
knowledge base
Enhanced stakeholder communications
and involvement within and among
teams
Improved governance and auditability

EMC Documentum eRoom works with PlanView Enterprise in
seven key areas, enhancing overall portfolio management
through improved collaboration.
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“Our research reveals that project,
line and organization leaders would
welcome a seamlessly integrated set
of tools to archive, retain and review
both

structured

and

unstructured

data."
-Collaborative Strategies

EMC Documentrum eRoom integrates easily with PlanView Enterprise for enterprise-wide project collaboration.

Capture and Track Key Benefits Throughout the Lifecycle

Working together, PlanView Enterprise and EMC Documentum eRoom can provide greater
visibility into specific benefits throughout the lifecycle. By using both structured portfolio
management and unstructured data, managers can better track and display performance on
strategies, investments and overall resource utilization.

Enhance Stakeholder Communications and Involvement

Integrated with the intuitive PlanView interface, eRoom is simple to use and easily adaptable to
the requirements of different groups. Features like instant or daily notifications, team calendars,
project inboxes, hyperlinks and integration with Microsoft Office and other desktop applications
encourage much greater stakeholder use, communications and involvement.

Optimize Resource Management

EMC Documentum eRoom capabilities can help resource managers communicate better with
project managers to build stronger teams and reallocate resources more efficiently. Audit trails
can document the reason why resource changes were made and the impact of the trade-off
decision.
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Share and Finalize Unstructured Documents

Users are able to save their business files directly to the eRoom workspace for others to view.
Powerful, full-text search capabilities help locate and reuse documents and data. As documents
are being revised, version tracking maintains a complete history of changes and iterations for
each document.

Improve Recordkeeping and Auditability
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EMC Documentum eRoom greatly improves the ability of PlanView Enterprise to provide a record
of proper governance and compliance. The combination of both structured and unstructured data
increases the depth and auditability of records concerning compliance and other issues related to
governance.

alignment of IT resources with business

Enhance the value of portfolios

organizations

The business value of PlanView Enterprise portfolios can be greatly enhanced with the addition of
unstructured data and improved collaboration. With eRoom, you can improve project visibility,
productivity, efficiency, resource management and strategic decision making
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strategies. We serve an active and growing
global customer community of over 400
in

financial,

insurance,

healthcare, government and other industries.
PlanView is privately held and has been
profitable for over a decade.

Visit www.planview.com/community to learn how PlanView
Community powered by eRoom can give you a competitive edge.
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